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* NEW * Amazing screensavers for Android TV, Mobile &amp;amp; Tablet Devices. We have a set of beautiful screensavers that gives your boring screen a bit of a wow factor. Choose nature, entertainment, and sports for Android TV and mobile and tablet. 4K Screensavers will produce amazing images to show off the
screen at up to 4k resolution. Our newest Quiz Screensaver has pictures upto 1080p and is designed to boggle your brain. Disclaimer - This is a news site. All of the information listed here is available elsewhere on the web. We do not host, upload or link any video, movies, media files, live streams, etc. APKTime is not
responsible for the accuracy, compliance, copyright, legality, decency or other aspects of the content streamed to your device/device. We do not support APDs installed on your devices because they do not belong to us. It is your responsibility to ensure that you respect all your regional legal rights and personal access
rights in connection with online flows. Do not use if in doubt. It's the DMCA. Sister Sites KODIAPPS APKTIME DARKWEBSTREAMS APKTIME APP INFO OR Although production of 3D Movies has dropped due to the large number of resources needed to produce them, its popularity has surprisingly done the opposite
way and consumers are actively looking for more 3D content. Fortunately, kodi trough your extras can make it easy, and here are the best. While TV production companies no longer produce new models for 3D TVs, streaming 3D content at home has been gaining progress over the years. It is thanks to available and
affordable 3D capable displays - such as TVs, projectors, even computer screens. 3D TV content is also becoming readily available in digital form; you can get it easily from the internet thanks to Kodi. There are a number of Kodi extras that offer 3D streams, and we've done a difficult task for you. This guide gives you a
list of the best 3D Kodi extras; we'll also talk about how you can view 3D content at home. What do you need to watch 3D content on Kodi? 3D works that represent a 3-dimensional image, much like human eyes do. Which makes the human eye sense the 3rd world health. Each eye usually sees a different dimension,
and the brain interprets these dimensions to create a third dimension. This means that in order to create a 3D illusion movie or TV show, we need the tools to create a third dimension. When streaming, you'll need to have the following: 3D screen: It can be a 3D TV or a 3D projector. Please note that these 3D screens
can also be used for convenient viewing of regular 2D content; so you do not need dedicated 3D TV. 3D Glasses: These glasses are the ones that allow each eye to see different images of the left and right eyes, and they are displayed in a very quick sequence Screen. Every viewer must have their own pair. It is also
important to note that glasses must use the same technology that is used on the screen. For example, if you're using a Samsung 3D TV, you won't be able to watch Panasonic 3D glasses in 3D. 3D content: Most movies and TV shows don't support 3D viewing, so you need to make sure the feed is in 3D. This is Where
Kodi comes in. This guide focuses on how to stream Kodi 3D content. Important: Stream safely!  While streaming 3D content on Kodi for free is fun, it is important to note that these streams are usually pirated. Kodi add-ons do not accommodate the content they provided; they just scrape links to websites on the internet.
Governments, copyright holder and internet service providers are actively working together to restrict illegal streaming of copyrighted content; so you have to be extra careful. These guys can always see everything you stream or access when connected to the Internet. If an ISP notices that you are streaming copyrighted
content, they can then throttle your internet connection, disconnect your services, or even forward you a DMCA notification. To avoid kodi streaming problems, we strongly recommend using a good VPN. Vpn recommend Out of VPN we have tested, IPVanish has stood out as the best VPN Kodi and streaming in general.
This is due to VPN's zero privacy policy, solid encryption, many simultaneous devices and excellent speeds, among other things. IPVanish allows users to test a VPN risk-free thanks to their money-back guarantee. In addition, we have an exclusive 76% discount on BestDroidPlayer readers, so take advantage of and
create an account. In addition to streaming safely, you will also beat ISP throttling and geo-restrictions conveniently. Save 76% IPVanish, now! The best Kodi Extras to watch in 3D Movies and TV series are not 3D-only Kodi extras due to the small amount of 3D titles available today, but there are extras that are in the
category of exclusive 3D videos. We searched extensively and tested various extras, and below are the best Kodi extras for Watch 3D Movies and TV Series. The Magic Dragon Magic Dragon Kodi addon has grown in popularity thanks to its excellent collection of movies and excellent streams. Addon is also the best
under the top options list for Kodi Extras to watch 3D Movies and TV Series. Magic Dragon's 3D movie subcategory is found in the Movies category, and it includes a collection of 200+ movies. All movies are arranged in alphabetical order, and so you have no problems choosing the one you want. Aside from 3D Movies,
Magic Dragon also offers many other content such as Catch up TV, episodes of the day, documentaries, Kids, Sports, Radio, TV/Entertainment, and so much more. How to install Magic Dragon Kodi Addon Loki Kodi Addon Loki is an all-in-one Kodi addon that an extensive list of categories from which you can view your
favorite content. Some extras in the categories include Movies, TV Shows, Sports, Latest News &amp; Updates, Live PPV Events, Stand Up Comedy, Christmas, Documentaries, Kids, Music Karaoke, Fitness, WWE, UFC, etc. Addon's movie section is quite rich, and it provides a smooth weekday for watching 3D movies
on Kodi. Loki clearly categorizes his movies and there is a special 3D section where you can find 100 + 3D movies. The headings are arranged in alphabetical order to help you easily identify the title you want. How to install Loki Kodi Addon UK Turks Playlist UK Turks Playlists Kodi addon has been around for several
years, and it is still delivering high quality content to the Kodi community. Addon offers a diverse range of content and as you might guess in your name, it's usually accompanied by British and Turkish flavor. However, it doesn't have much of an impact on available movies. To play 3D movies kodi using the UK Turks
Playlist, head over to the movies section. You will then find subcategory 3D and 4K Movies. The section is loaded with a lot of 3D and 4K content. And even though they're all in one section, they're very well marked and so you can't be confused. The sequence appears to be chronological, with the most recent titles on it.
How to install UK Turks Playlist Kodi Addon Death Star Death Star is not a regular Kodi addon, but a collection of extras within the addon. Add a result of working with various developers to provide an all-in-one Kodi addon. Death Star includes a variety of extras and developers such as WOW, Nole Cinema, Ghost,
Devastation, Reveal, Mysterious, Mad Titan, and so many others. Some of the extras contained in Death Star are 3D content that you can view, with the best example being the WOW team. Addon is a wonderfully organized category, and one of them is WOW 3D. Different other extras also offer the same, and you can
check that out by opening your movies section. Note that this add-on changes frequently, so you can find new collections every time and then. How to install Death Star Kodi Addon Wrap up above the list of the best Kodi extras Watch 3D Movies and Series should conveniently let you watch 3D content if you also have
the necessary equipment. You can easily install the extras using the guides listed below for each of the extras. However, it is important to remember that these annexes are not official and neither are the streams they offer. To ensure that you do not land into trouble for copyright infringement, always make sure that you
turn on a trusted VPN like IPVanish first. We hope you enjoy high-quality streaming with best Kodi Addons to watch 3D movies and TV series! Legal Disclaimer: BestDroidPlayer.com is in no way related to any streaming application, APK or its extras. Also  not related to the trade marks shown here, as the references are
only informative. Bestdroidplayer.com does not verify the legality or security of any applications, APKs, annexes or services mentioned on this site. We do not host copyrighted software or streams and we do not broadcast or offer copyrighted streams on this website - the content presented here is only informative and
should only be used to access content that is not protected by copyright. We strongly advise your readers to avoid piracy at all costs if you decide to do so, it is your responsibility – We are not responsible for any of your activities. If you would like to make a claim, please check our DMCA Notice Policy.Affiliate disclosure:
Bestdroidplayer.com is a reader supported blog. If you buy a VPN or Amazon product through our links, we can earn a commission that will help mantaining our blog. Our reviews are completely honest and we recommend only trusted VPN and store brands. Plex Players Streaming Devices I have a problem playing TAB
/ SBS on my Firestick. I have tons of 3D movies ripped that I can not play fine on my LG TV through a built-in app or Win10 HTPC connected to it. However, when I try to play the same files on my Toshiba TV through plex my Firestick it does not work. The image is reduced in size and although it appears in two frames
(TAB / SBS) visually without the TV in 3D mode, that image takes only about the Center side of up to two-thirds of the screen and when I put the TV in 3D mode it connects to the images, but still reduce the size and not properly. It's not 3D with glasses or without it looking like a functioning 3D TV without glasses. It's all
blurry and it feels wrong. Still only in the middle of two-thirds of the screen. I have watched tv settings that are limited, but nothing helps. Is there anything I've lost about Firestick that makes it not work in 3D? Sbs file is just 1080 stream like 2D Movie and I can not play them fine. Thanks for your help! The refresh rate is
critical for 3D, all the more so if your glasses are active with a shutter. Since the Plex app plays only 60fps, it's probably 3D. I would recommend installing Kodi 3D files. I've never had 3D movies play correctly in any of Plex customers except the Orca Samsung Smarthub app (which has not been developed by the Plex
team). The best 3D experience I've found is the Raspberry Pi 2/3 running OpenElec. The chipset has open source drivers that support 3D MVC, and they are baked by OpenElec. So, you can play flawless Full-SBS 3D, and it automatically sets the TV/projector in 3D mode. @hegemon13 said: Refresh rate is critical for
3D, all the more so if your glasses are active with a shutter. Since the Plex app plays only 60fps, it's probably 3D. I would recommend installing Kodi 3D files. I've never had 3D movies to play correctly any Plex customers except the Orca Samsung Smarthub app (which is not developed by the Plex team). The best 3D
experience I've found is the Raspberry Pi 2/3 running OpenElec. The chipset has open source drivers that support 3D MVC, and they are baked by OpenElec. So, you can play flawless Full-SBS 3D, and it automatically sets the TV/projector in 3D mode. Both of my 3D TV's are inactive, (LG &amp; Toshiba), but the point
taken. I have no idea if this is a problem or not. I've been thinking about going to OpenElec, but right now all my 3D is ripped tab / SBS. I'm going to have to rip them again. It may not be the end of the world because I only have about 70 3D disks. However, one of my goals is to use one interface for all my media so the
less techie people in the house can use it. A well-functioning DVR/live-TV is still not a plex, but going to OpenElec moves away from that over-all goal. Just play it might be worth picking up though. Do you have a package that you recommend? If google for Pi3 with OpenElec course there are countless hits, including
Amazon and Frys. What's a good trap for that? You're talking to someone who's never used or had a taste for piming. Thanks for the feedback! I can't do this. It's a collection! I'm glad I'm not the only 3D lover still alive. The first step may be Kodi's sideload on your fire stick. Kodi is capable of a 24p refresh rate switched to
the Fire Stick. It doesn't cost you anything, and it should work well. If it does not automatically start 3D playback, you may need to press the 3D button on the remote control. You can't make a full frame packed with a 3D Kodi on the Fire Stick, but if everything is already H-TAB/H-SBS, it should work well. For passive 3D
kits, you don't actually lose quality with h-TAB because passive 3D is already embedded. (H-SBS still doesn't lose some quality because you're now intertwining in both directions instead of just one.) There are a ton of walkthroughs of sideloading Kodi in your Fire Stick in these forums and elsewhere. If you choose to go
with the pi, you can install either LibreElec or OpenElec on a microSD card using installers on each website. Pi then boots that microSD card directly from Kodi, and it can play in any format you throw it in, including HTAB, HSBS, TAB, SBS and frame packed (MVC). To integrate plex, there is an official Plex add-on to
Kodi, as well as PlexKodiConnect. In 3D, you need PlexKodiConnect because, like any other official Plex client, the official Plex kodi add-messes up 3D playback. One other option for Pi is the RasPlex, which boots Pi directly from OpenPHT. It's a simpler setup. It's just a playback problem with my projector, so I can't use
it. Still a good choice, though, and that's all I used before installing my projector. Setup is easier because it integrates directly with your Plex Server any complex configuration. This is in this forum under 3rd Party Players. Rasplex plays 3D really well, but it can not yet handle the frame packed in 3D. @hegemon13 said:
Whew! It's a collection! I'm glad I'm not the only 3D lover still alive. The first step may be Kodi's sideload on your fire stick. Kodi is capable of a 24p refresh rate switched to the Fire Stick. It doesn't cost you anything, and it should work well. If it does not automatically start 3D playback, you may need to press the 3D
button on the remote control. You can't make a full frame packed with a 3D Kodi on the Fire Stick, but if everything is already H-TAB/H-SBS, it should work well. For passive 3D kits, you don't actually lose quality with h-TAB because passive 3D is already embedded. (H-SBS still doesn't lose some quality because you're
now intertwining in both directions instead of just one.) There are a ton of walkthroughs of sideloading Kodi in your Fire Stick in these forums and elsewhere. If you choose to go with the pi, you can install either LibreElec or OpenElec on a microSD card using installers on each website. Pi then boots that microSD card
directly from Kodi, and it can play in any format you throw it in, including HTAB, HSBS, TAB, SBS and frame packed (MVC). To integrate plex, there is an official Plex add-on to Kodi, as well as PlexKodiConnect. In 3D, you need PlexKodiConnect because, like any other official Plex client, the official Plex kodi add-messes
up 3D playback. Somehow I did not receive an email with this reply, just one after it about RasPlex. Strange... I'm addicted to 3D! I like it! I'm glad I'm not the only one! I bought my LG in 2016 as the leftover 2015 model on purpose. That was half the price of the 2016 model, which was the last year they made them... The
next one could be a projector... We'll see. I actually already kodi installed my Firestick. It never occurred to me to try this 3D because I thought my restriction might be a compatibility problem or hardware restriction. It is just 1080 files in my mind that I do not see how the software player would change anything. Learn
something new every day! Now I have to try it. However, it is still a step away from one interface integration it would make me pinch if it works! Agree tab vs SBS for passive TVs. I generally rip all my TAB for this reason, but having a passive TV was important to me in the old days because the glasses were WAY
cheaper and if you have a dozen sets that counts! I've learned a lot about 3D in recent years since I started using Plex. I tried Kodi before it and although it is a much ballyhooed player, there were things I do not like it as a manual config for each client and spartan 10-foot interface ... Plex (PlexPass) also has the ability to
create guest accounts, etc. Plex is just polished solution, although not fully functional yet. I just wish he played in a frame packed in 3D ... I'm looking again at PlexKodiConnect. I tend to stay away from integrations like this because it usually ends up being several packages to configure and troubleshooting instead of just
one. I bought a Pi3B kit yesterday. I also already created an OpenELEC SD card. I have no idea what's going to happen next... I sent you a pm, too. Thanks for all the @hegemon13 I play 3D movies back all the time from plex (ShieldTV) to my 75 Samsung, which is Active 3D and has no problems like all. I can not play
MVC although ShieldTV because it will only do 2D this way but using the Orca app from Samsung I can also do mvc as well. Between TAB / SBS / MVC I have about 300 3D movies. So yes, I like my 3D as well. Carlo @cayars said: I play 3D movies back all the time from plex (ShieldTV) to my 75 Samsung, which is
Active 3D and has no problems like all. I can not play MVC although ShieldTV because it will only do 2D this way but using the Orca app from Samsung I can also do mvc as well. Between TAB / SBS / MVC I have about 300 3D movies. So yes, I like my 3D as well. Carlo Yes, I know Shield is transmitting my TAB/SBS
files. I don't have one though. That's why I was talking about the fire stick. I'm still mulling the Shield, but this is the most expensive option right now so I'm still going to try to find more cost-effective solutions. I'm not sure what it's doing for me other than already handling live TV before PMP is ready to do it. Is there
anything else I'm missing? Is there any plans to make it able to play MVC at some point? Since the new 3D LEDs are made and so my 3D TVs are inactive (LG and Toshiba) I can not choose to go with orca client samsung. @hegemon13 tried Kodi last night and it was much better. It took the whole screen, but it was still
not quite right. Sometimes it felt like it was right, but most of the time it was still a bit blurry as the frames were slightly misplaced vertically. I'm going to play around some more to see if maybe SBS works better than the TAB for example although I technically would lose the resolution. Since my ultimate goal is full-res,
MVC I am not AS concerned about that in the short term. I know only one Plex client that can play 3D MVC and this is an Orca program running directly on Samsung TV. This requires MVC to be in a specific form and a special name as well. A little pain to go through the setup, but worth it if you like a nice clean higher



resolution 3D and of course there is a Samsung TV. I do not know otherwise (do not know if it is, but I do not know it) play 3D MVC via Plex except sumsung / Orca combo. When I try to play MVC on my Samsung xbox (old or new app), Roku, ChromeCast, ShieldTV or PMP I'll just get a 2D version of MVC. If anyone
knows Another way using plex to make MVC 3D I'd love to know, Carlo @cayars said: I know only one Plex client who can play 3D MVC and this is an Orca program running directly on Samsung TV. This requires MVC to be in a specific form and a special name as well. A little pain to go through the setup, but worth it if
you like a nice clean higher resolution 3D and of course there is a Samsung TV. I do not know otherwise (do not know if it is, but I do not know it) play 3D MVC via Plex except sumsung / Orca combo. When I try to play MVC on my Samsung xbox (old or new app), Roku, ChromeCast, ShieldTV or PMP I'll just get a 2D
version of MVC. If anyone knows otherwise using plex to make MVC 3D I'd love to know Carlo When I set out to buy my first 3D TV I wasn't looking for 3D TV. I was looking for a good purchase. My local Fry's was that Toshiba sold for less than half the price. It was the best thing about the 47 LEDs that I could find at the
time. It just happened to be a 3D capability. So I bought a 3D movie to try and got hooked. Since then I bought another 3D TV (LGUH8600), but since the first was inactive, I stuck to the passive second so I could still use my many glasses. I found out later than the last few years of 3D TV availability it was really only
samsung and lg. Samsungs were active so I went to LG. I had no idea of the different 3D formats or even the difference between active and passive, except for the price difference between glasses. I didn't use the plex then, so it was always a physical disk. No questions about formats at this time. I heard about Orca
later, but it didn't do me any good. I know (and Hegemon13 brought it here again) about the OpenELEC option. I just bought a Pi3B to try it, but I haven't had time yet. Since it does not integrate with Plex originally it is mostly just a fun gadget for me, but still ... I'm curious about the ability to play full-res 3D and hopefully
one day the creative soul will do it so Plex (or any other one, popular interface) can do it all including DVR, live TV, etc. I want to truly cut the cord using one interface by integrating 3rd party streaming like Hulu, Amazon, etc. Why can't anyone do it??? lol There are 3rd party hardware players like Popcorn and such that
you can handle real 3D even iso. However, they use proprietary interfaces and cost more than Shields and do nothing more than play their own streamed media. No DVR, no live TV... Nada. I can feel your pain! It sucks want all the latest/greatest features all packed into one nice procedure interface. We're always so
close, but not quite there. MVC is a fringe and not many people even know, let alone use it. Carlo The best choice I've found is Raspberry Pi 2/3 kodi and PlexKodiConnect. Not Plex client, but Pi are open source drivers for hardware MVC decoding and output that are integrated with Kodi. It's like playing the original blu-
ray. Plus, Pi decode 7.1 HD audio into a lossless PCM, so you can get a true 7.1 audio output too. @KaraokeAmerica another idea on your FireTV. SPMC and MrMC are both Kodi distributions optimized for FireTV. Both have received a Customize Update device running FireTV (although not the latest, which does not
even offer 24p playback at all). It can set the frame for the contradiction issue for you and get your FireTV running a non-MVC 3D. @cayars said: I feel your pain! It sucks want all the latest/greatest features all packed into one nice procedure interface. We're always so close, but not quite there. MVC is a fringe and not
many people even know, let alone use it. Carlo How do 3D people not know this? Is there any other way to view full resolution in 3D without a physical disk? I know that some players like CyberLink plays unprotected ISO's, but it is clumsy and IME, less than impressive, at least for my testing of WinMCE. What other
options are there? @hegemon13 said: The best choice I've found is raspberry Pi 2/3 kodi and PlexKodiConnect. Not the official Plex client, but Pi has open source drivers for hardware MVC decoding and output that are integrated with Kodi. It's like playing the original blu-ray. Plus, Pi decode 7.1 HD audio into a lossless
PCM, so you can get a true 7.1 audio output too. So PlexKodiConnect gives me all the things I like about Plex PLUS 3D-MVC playback? I think so, yes. I do not have my OWN ISOs scanned on my Plex server because it does not handle them. But everything else is in Plex. PKC keeps my entire Plex server and watched
the statuses synchronized immediately with kodi library. I scanned the ISOs in Kodi directly through the Kodi interface. Everything sits side by side in one seamless interface. I did create a main menu shortcut called 3D Movies, which refers to a smart playlist of everything in my 3D movie folder. But when I open the full
Kodi film library, both sources are connected to a single sortable, filterable list/network. Kodi on Pi3 plays unprotected ISOs, although menus usually don't work well. I just choose the Play Main Movie option when I run iso kodi. @KaraokeAmerica said: How can 3D people not know this? Is there any other way to view full
resolution in 3D without a physical disk? I know that some players like CyberLink plays unprotected ISO's, but it is clumsy and IME, less than impressive, at least for my testing of WinMCE. I'm just getting into 3D with a projector-based system. Can you tell me more about MVC and the type of 3D files he plays? I use Mac
and have an active shutter projector for SBS, T &amp;amp; B and frame packing abilities. said, I can feel your pain! It sucks want all the latest/greatest features all packed into one nice procedure interface. We're always so close, but not quite there. MVC is a fringe and not many people even know, let alone use it. Carlo
Carlo, is there any other resolution, 3D playback other than MVC? @tonywas said: @KaraokeAmerica said: How do 3D people not know this? Is there any other way to view full resolution in 3D without a physical disk? I know that some players like CyberLink plays unprotected ISO's, but it is clumsy and IME, less than
impressive, at least for my testing of WinMCE. I'm just getting into 3D with a projector-based system. Can you tell me more about MVC and the type of 3D files he plays? I use Mac and have an active shutter projector for SBS, T &amp;amp; B and frame packing abilities. This is an older but not bad explanation for the
various 3D formats. Practical-Home-Theater-Guide.com 3D TV formats in different formats – from Playstation Top/Bottom 3D and DirecTv Side-by-Side 3D to the latest Blu-ray 3D. We explain the differences between the most common 3D formats currently used. I usually rip my 3D disks into TAB format because I have
two passive 3D TV. However, I played SBS files and MKV-MVC and they all look good on my UHD-3D, 65 TV. They also look damn good in my 120, 3D projector. Keep in mind that 3D format has never been made at a higher than 1080 resolution. There is no 4K/UHD specification for 3D. Why don't people all use full
resolution, 3D-MVC format? Since there are no software players who consume it as part of the media center except raspberry pi works with OpenElec. I put one together only so I could check the full resolution of 3D, but frankly additional bandwidth requirements (they play but sluggish) over my network and increased file
size I think that outweighs the party resolution, TAB / SBS files so TAB / SBS is my preferred format now. Almost nothing plays tab / SBS files because there's really something special to stream yourself. It's just a normal 1080 stream of two, compressed frames for it. The TV works hard. What do you mean, your projector
has frame-packing abilities? I have a BenQ 2050. What projector do you have? @KaraokeAmerica said: @cayars said: I feel pain! It sucks want all the latest/greatest features all packed into one nice procedure interface. We're always so close, but not quite there. MVC is a fringe and not many people even know, let
alone use it. Carlo Carlo, is there any resolution other than 3D playback other than MVC? Not that I know. Other methods available through Plex are half. next page, → →
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